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ABSTRACT.  Certain multiple-valued functions (m-functions) are defined

and a homology theory based upon them is developed.   In this theory a singular

simplex is an m-function from a standard simplex to a space and an m-function

from one space to another induces a homomorphism of homology modules.

In a family of functions fx: Y —► Y indexed by x e X the fixed points

of fx are taken to be the images at x of a multiple-valued function 0: X —► Y.

In certain circumstances 0 is an m-function, giving information about the behav-

ior of the fixed points of fx as x varies over X.  These facts are applied to self-

maps of products of compact polyhedra and the question of whether such a

product has the fixed point property for continuous functions is essentially re-

duced to the question of whether one of its factors has the fixed point property

for m-functions.   Some light is thrown on the latter problem by using the ho-

mology theory to prove a Lefschetz fixed point theorem for m-functions.

1.  Introduction.  In this paper we define certain multiple-valued functions

called «j-functions, and apply them with a homology theory based upon them to

prove theorems about the fixed point property (f.p.p.) for product spaces. We

also obtain information on the behaviour of fixed points during a homotopy.

The problem of which product spaces have the f.p.p. is an old one, first

posed by Kuratowski [7] in 1930. Various results have been obtained by

Fadell [3], Lopez [8], Knill [6] and others, mostly in the form of counter-

examples. We obtain a positive theorem (3.6, 3.7) and as one consequence some

results for polyhedra (6.2 and corollaries).

In the outline the procedure is as follows.  In §2 we define m-functions,

show that with Hausdorff spaces they form a category, and give some properties

summarized in 2.18. In §3 we show that if /: X x Y —*• X x Y, then under

suitable conditions the set of points inJfxy whose ^-coordinate is unchanged

by / forms the graph of an «.-function <j>: X —* Y; similarly the points whose

X-coordinate is unchanged yield an «.-function \¡j: Y —*■ X. If these two graphs

intersect, then / has a fixed point. By taking the composition \¡ = i/> ° tf>; X

—*• X we reduce the question of whether / has a fixed point in X x y to the
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question of whether L- has a fixed point in X. This is essentially the content of

3.6 and 3.7.

Since %f is an m-function, the question arises as to when a space X has the

f.p.p. for m-functions (the m-f.p.p.). To this end in §4 we define an m-homology

theory, a homology theory using m-functions. This is a generalization of ordinary

singular homology, and the point is to prove a Lefschetz fixed point theorem for

m-functions, which is done in §5. We do not give any other applications of m-

homology, but it is interesting because the set of functions on spaces has been

widened to include m-functions, and the set of induced homology module homo-

morphisms has been correspondingly enlarged.

In §6 we have available a Lefschetz theorem which throws some light on

the m-f.p.p.   This is used in conjunction with 3.6 to prove theorems on the fixed

point property for products of polyhedra.

I am indebted to the University of Cambridge for the use of facilities during

1972—73, and to the referee for suggesting several clarifications.

2. m-functions. In this section we shall define and give some of the prop-

erties of certain multiple-valued functions to be called m-functions. They were

defined in a different way and used in [4] and [5]. The present definition was

suggested by William L. Young. It is given below, and the properties of m-func-

tions are summarized in 2.18.

If X and Y are Hausdorff spaces and A is a ring without zero divisors, an

m-function from X to Y over A is a multiple-valued function from a subset of X

to Y x A satisfying conditions given below. We shall use the notation /: X —*

Y x A, bearing in mind that the domain of/may not be all of X (it may even

be empty). If px: Y x A —► Y is the projection, we denote the composition

Pi ° /by/: X —*■ Y, a multiple-valued function whose domain may be a proper

subset of X. Here /' may be regarded as a set of ordered pairs, with

f'{x) = {y\{x,y)Ef'}

where /' is used to denote both this function and its graph.

Each m-function /: X —► Y x A is defined by its defining function f: X x

Y—> A which is single-valued and has domain X x Y.  If / is given, then as a

set of ordered pairs

/' = cl{Çc, y) E X x Y\ 7{x, y) * 0},

where cl denotes closure. We then write

/(*) = (O. 7{x, y)) e Y x AI y E f'{x)}.

In working with m-functions we shall not use this expression, but will return to

the defining function /. We regard / as a multiple-valued function from a subset
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of X to Y (namely /') in which each ordered pair (x, y) has been tagged with an

element of A (namely f{x, y)). The multiple-valued function/' is simply the un-

tagged version of/.

Definition 2.1. /: X —► Y x A is an m-function defined by the defining

function f: X x Y—*Aiff has the following properties:

(1) for all x E X, f'{x) is a finite or empty subset of Y;

(2) iff'{x') = {yx, y2,... ,yn} there exist disjoint neighborhoods V¿(y¡)

such that if VJÍy¡) C V¡ there exists a neighborhood U{x') satisfying

(a) 2yeK./ {x, y) = 7{x, y¡) fot all x E U, i = 1, 2,. . . , «;

(b) f{x, y) = 0 for x E U and y E [Y - \Jn=x V¡] ; if/'(jc') = 0 there

exists a neighborhood U{x) such that f{x, y) = 0 for aüx EU.

Definition 2.2.   The multiplicity of a point {x, y) E /' is / {x, y). The

multiplicity of the m-function f at x is 2_,,ey / (x, y). In the following lemma

we show that if X is connected, the multiplicity of / is independent of the noin*

jc at which it is evaluated.

Lemma 2.3.   If Xis connected andxx,x2 EX, then 23,ey/(x1, y) =

2J,Gy/(*2'J').

Proof. We define «i: X —* A by m{x) = 2>sy/ {x, y). If the statement

is false there exists a point x' EX such that m{x') = a and for each neighborhood

L!{x') there exists* G Usuch that m{x) + a. Iff'{x') = {yx,y2,. .. ,ym} there

exist neighborhoods V£y¡), Û{x') such that if x E Û,

~ m ~ m ~

Z fi*- y) = Z  Z fix. y)=Z fix', yt) = a;
y<EY i=lyeV( 1=1

if fix) = & then a = 0 and 2J,ey/(x, y) = 0 = a for all x in some neighbor-

hood of x'. In both cases we have a contradiction.

We can now speak of the multiplicity of the m-function f,

«(/")= Z7{x,y),
yeY

which is well defined if x is connected.

We next note that if Y is compact, then condition (2b) of Definition 2.1

is automatically satisfied.

Proposition 2.4.   If Y is compact and f satisfies conditions (1) and (2a)

of the m-function definition, then it also satisfies condition (2b).

Proof.   Choosing x' E X we have from condition (1) that fix') = {yx, y2,

...,yn}. From condition (2a) we obtain neighborhoods V/iy¡), U{x). Since

f EX x Y is closed, for j» E [Y - \J¡ V¡] there is a neighborhood W{x, y)

such that WOf = 0 . Then
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Tu {U x !>)] u [ (J ^    W(x',y)~\ = KD [{x'} x Y]
L ' J       LyelY-UVi] J

and by compactness of Y there exists a neighborhood U(x') such that U x Y E V.

The neighborhood Í/ satisfies condition (2b).

We consider next the composition of m-functions. If m-functions /: X —►

Y x A and g: Y —*• Z x A are given by defining functions / and g , we can use

them to produce the defining function g  ° / of the m-function g ° /.

Definition 2.5.   If /: X —*■ Y x A and g : Y —+ Z x A are m-functions

over .4, their composition g ° f. X —*■ Z x A is defined by the function

g ~T■ X x Z -*A,     (x, z) h* ¿2 7{x, y)giy, z).
y<=Y

Proposition 2.6. 77ie composition of m-functions is an m-function, and

m(g°f) = mif)m{g).

Proof.  To prove property (1) of the definition, choose x EX and write

fix) = {yx,y2,.--, y„}- Then g'iyf) = {ziX, zi2, . . ., zim(i)} and we claim

thatg' ° f{x) C (J, g'(y¡), a finite set. To prove this, suppose that z Eg' ° f'{x)

and z £ U/ g'(y,)- By property (2) for /, there exist neighborhoods Vfo/) satis-

fying certain conditions. Also, since g' is a closed subset ofYxZ, for each i =

1,2, ... ,n there exists a neighborhood Vfy¡jfx W(z) of (y¡, z) such that {V. x

W) Dg' = 0 and V¡ C V¡. Then property (2) for / gives a neighborhood U(x)

such that if x E U and / (x, y)=£0 then jME Uf V¡. But if y E \J¡ V¡ and

z' E W(z) then giy, z) = 0. Therefore if {x', z')EU x Wv/e have g ~ J(x'z)

= 0. Hence {x, z) is not in the closure of {{x',z')\.g  ° f(x', z') =£ 0} and there-

fore z $g o f'(x).

To prove property (2a) for g  ° f we choose (x0, zQ)Eg' ° /'. There ex-

ists {7i. J'î. • • • >ym} such that (*0,7^ e/*, (>,, z0) £#'. By property (2)

for / there exist neighborhoods V¡iy¡), and for g  {i = 1, 2, .. . , m) there exist

neighborhoods W,(z0); we put W(z0) = f|f W¡(zq) and find neighborhoods

Fj-O,.) such that V, C JÂ and

Z F(V. z) = g (yt, Zq)     for all v e V¡.
zGÍV

Returning to property (2) for /, since Vi C Vi there exists a neighborhood

«7(x0) such that *Lye:Vi7(x, y) = /v(x0, y¡) for all x e U. We now consider

U x W and must show that

Ef ~/(Jí.z) = P /(*<)• zo)   for eachxGU-
zBW

We compute
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Z Z fix>-y^fo'z) = Z i" fix, y) Z siy< *)1
zew yeY y&Y [_ zsw J

= Z    Z    \fix>y)Z8iy, z)\ (using property (2b))
/=1 yEiVi L zeÎV J

m _ m   ^ ^

= Z Z ■/(*• yistop zo)] - Z ^(^o. y ¿ay? zo)
i=l yeK,- i=l

= S   ~ A^O' zo)      for eacn X E U.

r**s /N^ /%«■

To prove property (2b) for g ° f we start with

f'ix0) = {yx,y2.yn},       g'{y,) = [zn, zi2, . . . , zim(i)}.

For eachj',- there exists by property (2b) for / a neighborhood V¿(y¡). For each

z¡-, y¡, there exists respectively by property (2) for g a neighborhood W¡j{z¡j),

Vfy¡) such that Vl C V, and

g(y, z) = 0 for y E V¡t z ^ \J Wif (/ = 1, 2, . . . , «).
/

Since V¡ C V¡ there exists a neighborhood U{x0) such that / {x, y) = 0 for x E U,

y £ U, P|. Now suppose that x E U, z $ \JU Wir Then

? ~ m 2) = Z fix, y)fa, 2) = Z Z ft«. Ä. *) - o,
ySY i=l y&Vj

for if 7 G Fi and z $ U/ W>iy, fO, z) = 0.

We must finally show that m{g ° f) = m{f)m{g). We have

mig o f) = Z  Z 7{x, yifo. z) =  Z ft*, y) Z fa z)
zez ye Y ye y zez

=   Z fiz> y)mig) = rnifynig).
yGY

The restriction of an m-function to a subset is given by composition. If

BEX and f: X—*- Y x A, then f\B: B —* Y xA is / ° i, where /': B -+ X is

the injection.

We shall regard a continuous function /: X —> Y as an «.-function of multi-

plicity one. Its defining function is given by f{x, y) = 1 if y = /(*) and /(x, 7)

= 0 otherwise. With this convention the identity function 1^: X —* X serves as

an identity for «.-functions, and if/: AT—> Y x A is an m-function, 1 y °/ = /°

lx = f. It is also immediate from the definition that composition of «.-function

is associative. We have therefore proved
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Theorem 2.7.  Hausdorff spaces and m-functions over a ring A form a

category MA.

Actually, the statement is true for all topological spaces. However, we will

use only Hausdorff spaces in this paper, since this restriction will be needed later.

We now give some further properties of m-functions.

Turning to products, if /: X —> Y x A and g: X —► Z x A are m-functions

over A, we can define the product m-function h = / x g: X —>Y xZ x A by

the defining function

h : X x Y x Z -+ A,        {x, y, z)   m  /(x, y)^{x, z).

Proposition 2.8.   Given m-functions f: X —* Y x A, g: X —* Z x A,

then f x g: X —* Y x Z x A is an m-function and m(f x g) = m{f)m{g).

Proof. To prove property (1) of the definition we start with

tí = cl{(x, y, z)l/(x, y) + 0 and g{x, z) + 0}.

It follows that

h' C cl{(x, v, z)l/(x, y) # 0} n cl{(x, y, z)\g{x, z) # 0},

tí C (/' x Z) n ig' x Y),

and since f(x) and g'(x) are finite subsets of Y and Z, h'(x) must be finite.

To prove property (2) we choose (x0, (y0, z0)) such that (y0, z0) E h'(x0).

By property (2) for / and g there exist neighborhoods V{y0), W(z0), U{x) such

that

¿Z fix. y) = T{x0, y0),  ¿2 g(x, z) = g{x0, z0)     for aux eU.
yeV z(EÍV

Then if x EU,

¿2    fix, y)lix, z) = ¿2^ fix. y) ¿2 £(•*>z)
(y.z)GVXW yeV zGW

= 7{x0. j^Ov 2o) ■ Wo' y<}> zo)-

The proof of property (2b) follows easily from the definitions as does mij x g)

= m{f)m(g).

If f: X —*■ Y x A is an m-function, the ordered pairs (x, y) Ef' will be

called points off. They can be divided into two types.

Definition 2.9.  A point (x, y) of an m-function /: X —*■ Y x A is an

ordinary point iff is locally single-valued, that is, if there exist neighborhoods

U{x), Viy) such that f'\U: U —► V(both the domain and range of f are
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restricted) is a function. Any point {x, y) off that is not an ordinary point is a

tangent point. Iff EX x y has the subspace topology, it is clear that the ordinary

points form an open subset off.

Proposition 2.10. If{x', y') off: X—*YxAisan ordinary point, then f

is locally a continuous function whose multiplicity as an m-function is nonzero.

Proof.   We denote /' IU: U —► V by f'r, where by hypothesis // is a function,

and suppose that fr{x') =y'. By property (2) there exists a neighborhood V{y') and

we choose any V'iy') E Vn V. Then there exists lf{x') E i/such that

Z  fix, y) = 7{x, y) = a     for all x E if.

We must have a ^ 0, for if a = 0 then/{x, y) = 0 for all {x, y) G/'n(r/ x V) and

{x',y) cannot be in cl{i>, y)\f{x, y) * 0}. It follows that if x E if then/,.(*) G Y,

for if not the above sum would be zero.

We next consider the points off as a subset of X x y (it is the set /' C X x Y)

and separate it into its connected components. We show that each of these compo-

nents defines a natural «.-function. If/{ C/' is a component, then the component

m-function fx : X—» Y x A is defined by/j : X x Y—*-A where

?)€/„( f{x, y),    ix,

( 0, ix,

We must show that /, is in fact an «z-function.

Lemma 2.11. Given an m-function f: X —*Y, suppose that {Bx ,B2)isa sepa-

ration off; that is, BxUB2=f,BxnB2 = BxnB2=0. We define, forj = 1,2,

(f{x,y),    ix,y)EB-,
ff.X^YxA,     /,(*, y) = {
7 ( 0, {x, y) $ Bj.

Then fx and f2 are m-functions.

Proof for/j. Clearly fx satisfies properties (1) and (2b). For property

(2a), first note that since Bx is open in f,Bx =B C\f where B is open in X x Y.

Now if/j(x0) = {yx, y2,.. .,ym} there exist special neighborhoods V¡{y¡). For

each {xQ, y¡) choose a product neighborhood U¡ x V¡E B such that Vi C V..

Then by property (2a) there exists a neighborhood U{x) such that

Z f{x, y) = f{x0. yt),   ail x e u.
y^Vi

Putting If = Ur\ [C\. U¡] we have
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Z fi(x. y)= ¿2 fix. y) - f{x0, yt) - 7,(x0, ̂ .),

for all x £ U.

Proposition 2.12. Iff: X-+Y is an m-function and fx: X —*■ Y is any

component off, then fx is an m-function.

Proof. Again fx clearly satisfies properties (1) and (2b). We consider a

point (xj, yx) Efx and prove (2a). Suppose that U(xx) and Viyx) satisfy (2a)

for /; then g' = fC\{U x V) defines an m-function g from U into Y of multiplic-

ity / (Xj, yx). Now we choose any x £ 17 and show that

Z fi(x, y) = fx{xx, yx).
yev

We know that

Z f{x. y)=       Z     f{x. y)
ytV yBV;yef[(x)

+       ¿2      fix.y)=f{xx,yx)
y(=V ;y<tfx(x)

or

¿2fi(x,y)+        ¿2      fix.y)=fl{x1,yx).
y&V y<=V,yW[(x)

We need only show that the second sum is zero.  It is finite, and each term of

the sum arises from a point (x, y) which is in some component of/'; call these

components f'2,f'3,. . . ,f'n. There is a separation (Bx, B2) off with/{ C Bx,

f2U---\jfmCB2. Now g C\B2 = g2 : U —> Y defines an m-function by

Lemma 2.11 and its multiplicity is zero because ¿2{xx) = 0 .Therefore

Z     fix. y) = ¿2 ?3(*. y) = o.
y<EV;y(ffx(x) yev

Definition 2.13.   A full component of an m-function /: X —> Y x A

is a component m-function fx such that for each x £ X, fx(x) =£ 0.

Theorem 2.14. If X is connected, an m-function f: X —*■ Y x A of non-

zero multiplicity has a full component.

Proof.   If a component m-function fx is not full there exists x £ X such

that fx(x) = 0 and therefore m(fx) = 0. Hence if/has no full component,

mif) = 0, a contradiction.
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By an abuse of language we shall call a component m-function fx of/simply

a component of/. This theorem shows that an m-function / of nonzero multiplic-

ity on a connected set has a component fx that is like a continuous function in

that fx C X x Y is connected and its projection covers X. It can be regarded as

a selection theorem which singles out the full components.

We next define addition of m-functions and show that the m-functions over

A from X to Y form an A -module.

Definition 2.15.   If/, g: X —*■ Y x A aie m-functions, then if + g) : X

—* Y x A is defined by

7 + ïix, y) = fix, y) + g{x, y).

This addition is clearly associative.

Proposition 2.16.   Given m-functions f, g: X —*■ Y x A, f + g is an m-

function.

Proof. Property (1) is clearly satisfied. For property (2) we use the given

neighborhoods for / and g. To make the /"-neighborhoods disjoint may require

taking smaller neighborhoods, using the fact that Y is Hausdorff. We use the inter-

section of the AT-neighborhoods.

Theorem 2.17.   The m-functions from X to Y over A form an A-module.

Proof.  First, under the operation of addition the set of m-functions from

X to Y forms an Abelian group. The zero m-function 0: X —* Y x A is the

empty m-function. Given/, -/is defined by -J{x, y) = ~f{x, y). The multi-

plication by elements of A is given by 'aj\x,y) = af{x,y), so that distributive

laws hold, 0/= 0 and lAf = f.

We note that the m-functions from X to X over A form a semigroup under

composition with identity 1^. They satisfy distributive laws. For example/0

{g + h) is defined by

Z    ETC*!. x2) + h{xx, x2)]f{x2, x3)
x2ex

=    Z     *(*1. *2)7(*2' *3) +     Z     hiXf x2ÍfiX2, X3)
x2ex x2ex

*~*f     i**j    fsa •***    *•<*    **J

= f   ° gixx, x3) + f ° h{xx, x3),

the defining function of / ° g + / ° «.

We can now summarize the properties of m-functions.

Theorem 2.18.   (1) m-functions over A and Hausdorff spaces form a cate-

gory M A.
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(2) Each m-function has a well-defined multiplicity.

(3) Each component of an m-function is an m-function.

(4) Each m-function of nonzero multiplicity has a full component.

(5) In MA, HomiX Y) is an A-module.

The proofs of these facts are given above.

From this point on we shall denote an m-function /: X —* Y x A simply

hyf.X^Y.

3.   Applications to fixed points.   In order to apply m-functions to

fixed point theory we shall need to use an index for a fixed point of an ordi-

nary function. We use Dold's fixed point index [2], defined axiomatically by

Brown [1] as follows. A triple (X, g, U) is admissible if X is a connected space

with H*(X, Q) Unitary (Q = rationals), g: X —► X is a continuous function,

and U C X is open with no fixed points of g on Bd(U). The index is a function

/' from the set of admissible triples to Q satisfying these axioms:

Axioms 3.1.  1. lfg(x) = h(x) for all x £ d(U), then i(X, g,U) =

i{X, h, U).

2. If/0 is homotopic to fx by a homotopy described by ft, and if {X,

ft, U) is admissible for all t E [0, 1], then i(X, /„, U) = i(X, fx, U).

3. If (X, f, U) is admissible and {Ux, U2,. .., Us} is a set of mutually

disjoint open subsets of U such that f(x) ^ x for all x £ [U- JJy= i UA, then

i{X,f,U) = ^¡=xi{X,f,U]).
4. i(X,f, X) = L(f), The Lefschetz number of/(with respect to rational

cohomology).

5. If /: X —* Y, g: Y —> X are such that {X, gf, U) is admissible, then

i{X, gf, U) = i{Y, fg, g~l{U)). Various spaces possess an index satisfying these

axioms, compact ANR's among them. We shall call such spaces Dold index

spaces.

The index axioms have some features in common with the m-function

definition. The crux of this paper is to use this similarity to define an m-func-

tion arising from the fixed point properties of product spaces. We begin with

a continuous function f: X x Y —*■ X x Y; we want conditions under which /

has a fixed point, or under which X x Y has the f.p.p. Using the projections

px : X x Y —*■ X, p2: X x Y —*■ T" we define two families of functions:

fx: Y -> Y fy:X-+X

y y-* p2f{x, y), x H» pxf{x, y).

We use these in turn to define certain multiple-valued functions.

Definition 3.2.  If X and Y are Dold index spaces, and if fxify) has a

finite number of fixed points for each x £ X {y E Y) we can define
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tb: X -> Y t>: Y -*■ X

${x, y) = i{Y, fx, y), fa, x) = i{X, fy, x).

Since the functions fx, f have a finite number of fixed points we can replace

the open sets used in the axioms by isolated points.

The elements of tb'{x) are essentially the fixed points offx, since i{Y,fx, Y)

*£ 0 implies that fx(y) — y. Actually in defining <¡> we discard any fixed points

of fx of index zero which are not in the closure, in X x Y,of the set of all fixed

points of nonzero index. Where necessary we shall use a subscript <¿y to indicate

the function from which tb is defined.

Theorem 33. If X and Y are compact, connected, locally path-connected,

Dold index spaces, and f: X x Y —> X x Y is a continuous function such that

for each x and y, fx and f have a finite number of fixed points, then tb and \¡j

are m-functions over Q with m{<¡>) = L{fx), m{\¡j) = L{fy).

Proof for tb.    Note that X and Y are both path-connected, and there-

fore L(fx) and L{fy) ate independent of x and y. We first show that tb'{x) is a

finite set. If y E tb'{x) either y is a fixed point of fx of nonzero index, or it is

a cluster point in X x Y of such points. But the set {{s, t) I p2f{s, t) = t} is

closed in X x Y, so in either case y is a fixed point of fx. The number of such

points is finite by hypothesis.

We can now assume that, for jc0 G X, tb'{x0) = {yx, y2,.. . , yn}. We

choose neighborhoods Vfyj) such that their (compact) closures are pairwise dis-

joint. Then, again by compactness, there exists a neighborhood U'{x0) such that

fx has no fixed points on Bd(F-) for any x E U' (/' = 1, 2,. . . , «). Since X is

locally path-connected there exists a neighborhood U{x0) E U' such that any two

points in U ate connected by a path in U'. We choose any xx EU and a path

a: I —> {/' from .x0 to xx. Then fa^t) describes a homotopy from fXQ to fxi

and by Axiom 2,

i{Y, fX0, Vj) = i{Y, fxv V¡) = Hx0, y¡).

Now suppose that tbixx)C\V¡ = {y¡x, yj2,. .. ,y¡m). We choose mutually

disjoint neighborhoods Vk{yk) C V-, and by Axiom 3,

i{Y, fxv V;) = £  i{Y, fXl, Vjk)
or k=1

Hx0< y¡) = Z 0(*i- y¡k) ■ Zä ^(^i. y)-
fc=l yeVj
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Since this is true for any xx EU the proof of property (2a) in the m-function

definition is complete. Property (2b) follows from the compactness of Y (2.4),

so 0 is an m-function.

It follows immediately from Axioms 3 and 4 that the Lefschetz number

Lifx) = i{Y, fXQ, Y) =   ¿ iiy, fXQ, yk)
it=i

= Z 0(*o. yk) = Z <K*o' y) = mi<t>)-
fc=l y£Y

The proof for i// is the same.

We note that if F: I x X—+ X is a. homotopy this theorem applies. We

convert it to a level-preserving homotopy G: I x X —*■ I x X [G(t, x) =

(t, F{t, x))] and then if the conditions of the theorem are satisfied the fixed

points of Ft, indexed by t, define an m-function (¡>F: I—► X. If L(Ft) =£ 0, <pF

will have a full component.

Returning to fy and i/ry, if their graphs intersect in X x Y the point of

intersection is a fixed point off. To examine this situation we consider the

compositions of these functions.

Definitions. The m-functions over Q

ÏAx, x') = Z KY. fx. y)i{x, fy. x%    vf{y, /) = Z *£ fy. *W, fx> ̂')
yeY x&x

have multiplicities

m(%) = mO//)m(0) = L{fy)L{fx),      m(r¡) = m(0)m(.//) = LiJx)L{fy).

We shall drop the subscripts on £, î? except where necessary.  Because of the

symmetry in this situation we will deal only with Í-. Equivalent results are ob-

tained by using tj. We first obtain a connection between % and the Lefschetz

number of/.

Proposition 3.4. 2xex %(x, x) = 2yeY r\(y, y) = LiJ).

Proof.  We have

Z ÍC*. x) = Z   Z KY, fx. y)i{X, fy. x)
xGX x^XySY

and use the fact (Brown [1]) that

KY, fx. y)i{X, fy, x) = i(X xY,fyx fx, {x, y)).

Then
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Z F(*. x)=       Z       ÜX x Y, f, {x, y)) = i{X xY,f,XxY) = L{f).
xBX (x.y)eXXY

We say that the m-function £ has a fixed point if there exists x EX such

that x E j-'{x), that is, if £' has a fixed point.

Lemma 3.5.  In the situation of Theorem 3.3, if % has a fixed point a EX,

then f has a fixed point (a, y) for some y E Y.

Proof. Suppose that a G %{a). Then

(a, a)Ec\{{x,x')\T{x,x')¥=0}.

If/has no fixed point (a, y), then by compactness there is a neighborhood W{a)

such that if {x, y) E W x Y then either fxiy) ^ y or f Jx) ¥= x. Hence either

i{X, fy, x) = 0 or i{Y, fx, y) = 0, and if {x, x')EW x IV,

ïix,x) = Z KY,fx,y)Kx,frx) = o.
ye Y

This is a contradiction.

The question of whether / has a fixed point in X x Y is now reduced to

the question of whether the associated m-function %f has a fixed point in X. We

say that X has the m-fixed point property (abbreviated m-f.p.p.) if each m-func-

tion of nonzero multiplicity on X has a fixed point. The restriction to m-func-

tions of nonzero multiplicity is necessary because m-functions of multiplicity

zero include the empty m-function whose defining function maps X x Y onto

zero. The restriction also makes sense in the light of Theorem 2.14. We are now

ready to state our main theorem on fixed points in product spaces.

Theorem 3.6.  Given continuous f: X x Y —* X x Y.satisfying

(a) X and Y are connected, compact, locally path-connected Dold index

spaces,

(b) fx and fy each have only a finite number of fixed points for each x E

X.yEY,

(c) the m-function %/. X —* X associated with fhas a fixed point, then

f has a fixed point.

Proof.  Conditions (a) and (b) insure that £ (and t?) are well defined and

are m-functions. Condition (c) and Lemma 3.5 give the result.

Corollary 3.7. In Theorem 3.6 we replace condition (c) by the stronger

conditions

(c.) L(fx) ± 0, L(fy) * 0, and

(c2) X or Y has the m-f.p.p.
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Proof.   Condition (cj) assures that m(£) = L(fx)L(fy) =£ 0, as required

for the m-f.p.p.

These results reduce the proof of the existence of a fixed point of/to the

proof of the existence of a fixed point of %f. Roughly, the question of the f.p.p.

for a product space is reduced to the question of the m-f.p.p. for one of the fac-

tor spaces. Considering Theorem 2.14 it is reasonable to suppose that a fairly

wide class of spaces has the m-f.p.p.

There are various ways of applying the theorem. One possibility is to gener-

alize the definition of m-functions to remove the unpleasant condition (b). How-

ever, in the following sections we shall prove a Lefschetz fixed point theorem for

m-functions on polyhedra to illuminate condition (c), and satisfy condition (b) by

approximating /. For the Lefschetz theorem we shall need homology with m-

functions, which we take up in the next section.

4. m-homology. The category MA of m-functions over a ring A and Haus-

dorff spaces seems a natural one on which to define a singular m-homology func-

tor. The whole apparatus is defined with very little change from the usual defi-

nition, the proofs of the axioms being formally the same as the proofs for ordi-

nary singular homology.  By uniqueness, the m-homology modules of polyhedra

are isomorphic to the ordinary homology modules, but m-functions will induce

homomorphisms of the homology modules which may not appear in the usual

theory. The relationship between the two theories is not clear.

We start with A", the standard geometric n-simplex inE"+i, and the stan-

dard boundary maps 3,-: A"-1 —» A" (i = 1, 2, .. ., n + 1), which will be re-

garded as m-functions.

Definitions 4.1.   (a) An n-simplex in a Hausdorff space X is an m-func-

tion a": A" —*■ X (over the ring A).

(b) Cn(X) = Hom(A", X) is the A -module of all n-simplices in X if n > 0;

it is zero if n < 0.

(c) The boundary map 3: Cn(X) —* Cn_x(X) is defined by

to" = "¿2 ('Wo" ° o¡.
i=i

The proof that 3 3 = 0 is exactly the same as for ordinary simplicial homology.

Thus {Cn(X), 3} is a chain complex. We put Z„(Q = ker 3, Bn(C) = Im 3 and

define Hn(X) = Zn(C)fBn(C) to be the nth m-homology module of X over A.

Theorem 4.2.  m-homology over a ring A is a functor from MA to the cate-

gory of graded A-modules.

Proof.   We have assigned to each Hausdorff space X the graded A -module
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H*{X). If Y is another Hausdorff space we have chain complexes {Cn{X), 3} and

{Cn{Y), 3}, and iff: X —*• Y is an m-function it induces a chain map /: Cn{X)

—♦ Cn{Y) in the usual way:  if a is a simplex in X then fo is a simplex in Y and

we define

Cn{X)Lcn{Y)

tf h+ftf1.

Each element of the chain Cn{X), which would in the usual theory be a linear

combination of ordinary singular simplices, is a single m-homology simplex. The

formation of the chain A -modules has been subsumed into the definition of the

m-function A -modules. We find that/3 = 3/and that 1^- (regarded as an m-

function) induces the identity map on Cn{X). Further, if g: Y —> Z is an m-

function, then clearly gf — gf. Therefore we have a functor from MA to chain

complexes and chain maps. We compose this with the usual functor to graded

.4-modules to get the required functor.  An m-function /: X —*■ Y induces an A-

module homomorphism /*: H#{X) —* HJjf).

Theorem 4.3.   m-homology is a homology theory.

Proof.   We must prove the Eilenberg-Steenrod Axioms

(a) m-homotopy invariance.

Definition. Iff, g: X —+ Y ate m-functions, then / is m-homotopic to

gif ~ g) if there exists an m-function F: X x I —>■ Y such that F{x, 0) = f{x),

F{x, 1) = g{x). We claim that if f~ g then /* = g*. To prove this we define

\t: X -*■ X x I

ix.t)
x

f.     Vr    ..      ,     F.
and consider X—> X x I-+Y. We have f = FK0,g=F\x. If the claim is

true for X0 ~ Xj (i.e. X0, ~ Xi.) then it is true for/~ g, for

U = (F\)* = F*\* - F*\* = {F\)* = S*-

But the proof that X0+ = X1# does not involve m-functions.

(b) Exact m-homology sequence.  If B C X we define Cn{B) to be the A-

module of m-homology simplices a" : A" —* B, and we define 3 in the usual way

so that the diagram

Cn{X)-y Cn{X)lCn{B)

o\ 3

C„_x{X)-+C„_x{X)lCn_x{B)
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commutes. The relative m-homology modules Hn(X, B) are defined as before,

and the usual proof of the exact sequence theorem is not affected by the intro-

duction of m-functions.

(c) Excision theorem.  As in ordinary singular homology we construct a

subdivision operator Sd: Cn(X) —* Cn(X) and a "roof operator R: Cn{X) —►

Cn+x{X). Denoting the identity on A" by ln we define Sd(l„) inductively by

the usual formulas

Sd(l0)=l0,      Sd(l„) = b * Sd(3l„),

where b * Sd(3 ln) represents the sum of those simplices which map A" affinely

onto the joins of the barycenter of A" with the images of the simplices in

Sd(3ln). Since we are regarding all simplices as m-functions, this sum is again

an m-function and therefore an n-simplex. For o £ C„(x) we have Sd(a) =

a ° (Sä(l„)), which is an n-simplex expressed as a sum of n-simplices with smaller

images. The operator R is also defined by the usual formulas.

It then follows, using Sd and Z? as in the usual proof, that if o £ Hn{X, B)

is a relative n-cycle (which can also be regarded as an n-simplex) then a is hom-

ologous to Sdro (mod B).

Given any open cover V = { VA of X and an n-simplex a: A" —*■ X, the

m-function Definition 2.1 shows that if y £ A" there is a neighborhood U  of y

such that the image of Uy under o' is contained in a finite union of disjoint ele-

ments of V. Since A" is compact there is an open cover U = [UA of A" such

that each element of U is mapped into a finite union of disjoint elements of V.

By 2.12, a\Uj is a finite union of m-functions, each of which maps U into an

element of V. We choose r so that Sdr(l„) = la¡ {a¡: A" -*> A") is a finite

sum of simplices each of whose images in A" lies in some element of U. Then

Sdr(a) = a ° Sdr(l„) = a ° Z a, = Z o ° ah

and every homology class in Hn(X, B) can be represented by a relative cycle

which is a sum of n-simplices each of which has its image in X in an element of

V. With this key fact the rest of the proof is conventional.

(d) Dimension axiom. We compute the m-homology modules of a point.

The only simplices a": A" —»■ p are given by rj"(x, p) = a EA, and therefore

Cnip) = A. From this point the calculation is as usual, and HQ{p) = A, H„ip)

= 0 if n > 0. This concludes the proof of the axioms, and therefore m-homology

is a homology theory.

We do not have any very satisfactory set of generators for the A -module

HomiX, Y). One set of generators is the connected component m-functions of

multiplicity either one or zero (see 2.12).  If Hom(^T, Y) is generated by the

continuous functions, then m-homology is essentially the same as ordinary ho-
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mology. One can also define m-cohomology, m-fundamental group, etc. It seems

possible to replace functions by m-functions in the whole apparatus of algebraic

topology. However, in this paper we do not take up any aspect of m-homology

except what is needed to prove a Lefschetz theorem.

5. Piecewise linear m-functions; Lefschetz theorem. Due to the fact that

m-functions are multiple-valued, the construction of simplicial m-functions is

slightly complicated. We start with the definitions.

Definition 5.1.   An m-function /: X —*■ Y is piecewise linear iffEXx

Y isa polyhedron. If K, L are triangulations of X, Y, then/: K —*■ L is simpli-

cial if it is a piecewise linear m-function such that for each o G K, f{o) is a finite

collection of simplices of L, {tx,t2,..., t„} with each map o—*-t( affine.

If /: X —* Y and g: Y —*Z are piecewise linear m-functions it follows

from the usual proof for functions that g ° f: X —*■ Z is a multiple-valued

function whose graph is a polyhedron in X x Z.  As subsets of X x Z, ig ° /)'

Eg' ° f. To get ig ° f)' we can assign a multiplicity to each point in g ' ° f by

the rule for compositon of m-functions, and then take the closure of the set of

points in g' ° f which have nonzero multiplicity. Because / and g ate piecewise

linear, the multiplicity will be zero on a closed subpolyhedron of g' ° f. There-

fore Gf°/)C.YxZisa polyhedron and the composition of piecewise linear

m-functions is piecewise linear.

Theorem 5.2.  Given a piecewise linear m-function f: X—* Y and triangu-

lations K, LofX, Y there exist subdivisions Kx, Lx ofK.L and an m-function

/j : Kx —► L j that is a simplicial approximation to f; fx approximates f to within

the mesh of Lx.

Proof. We denote by T the graph off and by G a cellular subdivision of

r, which exists because T is a polyhedron. There exist triangulations Gx and Lx,

subdivisions of G and L, such that the projection p2: Gx —* Lx is simplicial.

Since /' is multiple-valued, the projection px : Gx —*■ X induces a cellular subdi-

vision of X. We take a triangulation Kx of X that is a common subdivision of

K and of this cellular subdivision.

We next construct a simplicial m-function approximating / as follows. If

v is a vertex of Kx, f{v) = {px, p2,. . . , p„}, where p¡ E Y. If p¡ is a vertex

w¡ of L j we make no change. If p• is not a vertex of L x then (u, p;) G p G Gx,

and p2(p) = t G Lx. We redefine the /th image of v to be w;., where w¡ is the

vertex of r nearest to p¡. This defines a simplicial m-function fx : Kx —*■ Lx by

linear extension over each simplex of Kx. It amounts to altering /' to fx by a

small homotopy. The multiplicity assigned to each point is unchanged, except

that when two or more image points of f{x) coincide under f[, the multiplicity
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of the new image point is the sum of the multiplicities of the formerly separate

points which it represents.

We note that the projection px and the triangulation Kx of X induce a tri-

angulation G2 of T so that px : G2 —> Kx is simplicial.  If a £ Kx then p7l{o)

nr = {yx,y2,..., ys} where 7, £ G2, y, C p¡ E Gx, and p2{p¡) Et¡ELx. In

replacing/' by /{we replace each y¡ by a simplex 7,'; this is done by moving the

y-coordinates of its vertices within t¡ to the vertices of rt. Then px(y'¿) = o and

p2(y'¡) is a face of r¡. The graph r' of/{is triangulated by the set of altered

simplices, \G'\ = T', and px: G' —*■ Kx, p2: G' —*■ Lx and/{: Kx —>Lx are all

simplicial.

Corollary 53.   Given a piecewise linear m-function f: X —> X and a

triangulation K of X there exists a subdivision K' of K, an rth derived subdivision

K'r ofK', and an m-function fx:K'r—*- K' that is a simplicial approximation to f.

Proof. As in the theorem above we take triangulations K' of X (playing

the role of Lx) and Gx of T such that P2-Gx —* K' is simplicial. We take K'r

to be a common subdivision of K' and px{Gx) and also a derived subdivision of

K'. Then we define, as above, fx:K'r —► K', a simplicial m-function approximat-

ing/.

We do not have a simplicial approximation theorem for m-functions; for

our purpose here it is sufficient to consider simplicial approximations of piece-

wise linear m-functions.

If X is any space such that the graded m-homology A -module H^(X) is fini-

tary, and iff: X —► X is an m-function, then the Lefschetz number of/ is the

Lefschetz number L(f) of the induced homomorphism /*: H*(X) —* H*{X). In

particular, if X is a compact polyhedron, then by uniqueness the m-homology

module over the integers is isomorphic to the usual homology module, so the

Lefschetz number can be defined.

Theorem 5.4 (Lefschetz' Theorem). If X is a compact, connected poly-

hedron, f'.X —*■ X is a piecewise linear m-function over the integers and L{f) ¥=

0, then f has a fixed point.

Proof.   By 5.3 there exists an arbitrarily close simplicial approximating

m-function F: Kr—+K where K is a triangulation of X. If F has a fixed point,

then / has a fixed point; also !(/) = L(F). We assume that F has no fixed point

and that K has been chosen so that oCtF'{o) = 0 for each oEK. The proof is

now conventional.

Let r: C{K) ■—*■ C(Kr) be a subdivision chain map. We have

C(K)^C(Kr)^^C(K),
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single point or is a cell (P properly embedded in p. To prove this we note that

since p2F is simplicial, we can assume that p2F{pk) — t1 EL. By linearity the

intersection of p with the line joining any two points of aC\p is in aC\p. Hence

if there is more than one point of a in p the set a C\p is a linear subspace of p,

i.e. a properly embedded cell of some dimension p > 1.

We next show that a suitable rotation of cp will insure that the rotated cell

projects 1:1 into X. Choose r so that each simplex pEMr has smaller diameter

than the smallest r EL. Consider pm EMr, pm E v" EM, and suppose that the

set {z E pm I p2z = p2Fz} is a properly embedded cell cp E pm. Put pxv" = nk

EK,p2v" = X' EL, and p2F{pm) = Xj1 EL; we claim that p < k.  First we note

that m < « and « < k + I. The map p2F expands the simplex pm in lx orthog-

onal directions, but the cell cp C pm is not expanded; hence p<,m-lx. Fur-

ther, p2cp = P2Fcp implies that X' n X'ji = 0, so either (a) X' < X^, or (b) X'^

< X'.  In case (a) we have / < lx and m<«</fc + /<£-l-/1, p < m - lx <fc +

/j - /j = fc.  In case (b) Xj1 is a proper face of X'. But since cp E intOim) C

int(i>n) it follows that p2cp C int(X') and p2cpnX'ji = 0and therefore cp =0.

Then p < k in both cases and the conclusion follows.

We now alter Mr so that this is the case.  The simplex p has k + 1 vertices,

of which at least k are starring points of simplices in Mr_x, and these can be varied

in their respective simplices. Suppose that v is a vertex of ju G Mr, the starring

point of o EMr_x. We can write p = v.B (join) where B is a closed face of ju-

Altering the position of v within o (and hence Mr and the definition of F) will

have no effect upon cp C\B, but motion of v in almost any direction will change

the X-coordinates of cp D (Bd p-B) and will therefore rotate cp. There are thus

uncountably many ways of altering the starring vertices of p so that cp projects

1:1 into X. It follows that by choosing Mr properly we can insure that for each

x E X the set aC\p~ï{x) contains at most one element in each simplex of Mr and

is therefore finite. The proof for ß is the same, and since a and ß are both finite

unions of cells, they are polyhedra.  This completes the proof.

Given F: X x Y —* X x Y satisfying 6.1 we can define (¡>F and \pF as in

3.2 and we note that any connected, compact polyhedron is a locally path-con-

nected Dold index space. Then by Theorem 3.3 both <p: X —*■ Y and t/,: Y —> X

ate m-functions. Since the fixed point index on such spaces is an integer, they

are m-functions over the integers. Their composition i-F: X —► X is a piecewise

linear m-function. Now if /: X x Y —* X x Y is given we define Lf to be

lim(Z,(i,F)), (when the limit makes sense) as the simplicial approximations F con-

verge to /. We can now state the main applications of Theorem 3.6.

Theorem 6.2.   If X and Y are compact, connected polyhedra, f: X x Y

—* X x Y is a continuous function and Lf + 0, then f has a fixed point.
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and since C(F)t(o) is a chain with coefficient zero on o, L(C(F)t) = 0. From the

diagram

H*(K)-T-*-► H*(Kr)-^-► ZZ+(ZO

H*{X)-

we have

L(F) = L(FJ = L(F*u) = L{C{F)T) = 0,

a contradiction.

6. Applications to polyhedra. We now assume that X and Y are compact,

connected polyhedra; we want to apply Theorem 3.6. We are given a continuous

function f: X x Y —+ X x Y and will obtain a simplicial approximation Ftof

that satisfies condition (b) of 3.6. We put

a = {{x. y)\ Fxiy) =y},     ß = {{x, y)\ Fy(x) = x}.

Recall now that <t>F: X —*■ Y is defined by i(Y, Fx, y), and that the fixed point

index for an isolated fixed point is the intersection number of the diagonal of

Y x Y with the graph of Fx. Since F is a piecewise linear, the subset of a on

which this number is zero is a closed subpolyhedron a0 C a. The graph of <¡>' is

a - a0 and is also a polyhedron. Therefore, if a is a polyhedral subset of X x Y,

then <¡>F is a piecewise linear; a similar conclusion holds for ß and tyF.

Lemma 6.1.   Given compact, connected polyhedra X, Y and continuous f:

X x Y —*■ X x Y there exists an arbitrarily close simplicial approximation F such

that

(a) for each x EX and y £ Y, Fx and Fy each have a finite number of

fixed points;

(b) a and ß are polyhedral subsets of X x Y.

Proof.   We take arbitrary triangulations K, L of X, Y. K x L is a cellular

subdivision of X x Y which we triangulate without adding vertices to obtain a

triangulation M of X x Y. Denoting by Mr an rth derived subdivision of M, for

some r > 0 there exists a simplical approximation F: Mr —*■ M to /. The projec-

tion px: M —>K, p2: M —► L are simplicial, and therefore the mapspxF, p2F

are simplicial. Note that Fx = p2F(x, -), Fy = pxF{-,y) so, for example, a is

the set of points whose ^-coordinate is unchanged by p2F.

We first claim that in any (open) pk EMr, an p. is either empty or is a

•H*(X) F*
H*{X)
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Proof. We approximate / by F as in 6.1, and need only show that F has

a fixed point. Conditions (a) and (b) of 3.6 are satisfied by X, Y and F. Also,

Lf^O implies L(%F) i= 0 and then by Theorem 5.4 %F has a fixed point. Theo-

rem 3.6 then shows that F has a fixed point.

Corollary 6.3.   In Theorem 6.2 we can replace the condition L¡ # 0, as

in 3.7, with the conditions: L(fx) =£ 0, LiJy) ¥= 0, and X or Y has the m-f.p.p.

We say that X has property F if for any continuous function /: X —► X,

L{f) ^ 0-  Further, X has property m-F if for each m-function f:X—+Xof non-

zero multiplicity L(f) ¥= 0. Clearly property m-F implies property F; we do not

know if they are equivalent. Then from 6.3 we obtain the following.

Corollary 6.4. If X, Y are compact, connected polyhedra, X has prop-

erty F and Y has property m-F, then X x Y has the f.p.p.

Corollary 6.5.   If X, Y are compact, connected polyhedra, X has prop-

erty F and Y is acyclic, then Y has the m-f.p.p. and X x Y has the f.p.p.

Proof.  Since Y is acyclic, if tj: Y —► Y is an m-function of multiplicity

m # 0, then Z,(tj) = m.
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